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Description
This epic is a coordination effort for a first Proof of Concept enabling ALP testing in openqa.opensuse.org.

The goal is to re-use the existing tests we are running for MicroOS plus some adaptations and execute them against images.

The images that this PoC shall cover are:

- kvm-and-xen
- kvm-and-xen_NonTransactional
- SelfInstall
- SelfInstall_NonTransactional

Current available architecture is x86_64, but aarch64 might be available for the PoC as well.

Subtasks:
- action # 112412: 1. Create new mediums for ALP in openqa.opensuse.org
- action # 112418: 2. Create new job group for ALP in openqa.opensuse.org
- action # 112421: 3. Create a new product in os-autoinst-distri-opensuse
- action # 112424: 4. Enable OBS sync for ALP images for openQA
- action # 112427: 5. Adapt transactional server related test cases for ALP
- action # 112826: Fix ALP SelfInstall jobs
- action # 112829: ALP uefi jobs fail in disk_boot

Resolved
Resolved
Resolved
Resolved
Resolved
Resolved
Workable

History

#1 - 2022-06-14 18:57 - ggardet_arm
I would like to enable aarch64 as soon as possible. Of course, I will help for aarch64.

#2 - 2022-06-14 20:50 - jlausuch

ggardet_arm wrote:

I would like to enable aarch64 as soon as possible. Of course, I will help for aarch64.

Sure, as soon as there are aarch64 images, they can be enabled in openQA too.